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New Year! New
Goals!


By Chloe Weed, OMMS Student
News Alumni Reporter.

It is the new year of 2019! Have you

made any new resolutions? If not, it is
not too late to start.
Yes, it is very hard to commit to
goals. We find ourselves often getting
lost in things that we don’t think about
such as the old goals made in the beginning of each new year. Whether it’s
to get better grades, learn to do something, have a better attitude, or to just
make it a great year, it takes commitment to actually achieve these goals.
There are many ways to achieve
what you want and if you don’t have a
goal there are many out there that
could apply to you. This year could be
your very best! In order to improve
you should learn your way to success.
This last year was no exception,
2018 saw millions of resolutions go
unfulfilled. We saw our world swing
back to the same rhythm. Question is, will
the same thing happen this year?
Let’s hope not. Let’s hope that we can
be kind and empathetic towards each
other every day, all year long.
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The Thomas men! Principal Thomas and 7th
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Mrs. Engelman helps to wrap student gifts.

Isaiah Thomas enjoying the OMMS Holiday
Bazaar.



The 2018 Holiday Bazaar is a Great
Gifting Success!
By Brandon Faison and Avery Saviano

The OMMS Holiday Bazaar was a cheerful way to hang out with friends and
celebrate the christmas spirit through wrapping presents, listening to music, and
even making cookies. There was something for everyone.
The eighth graders went first, the sixth graders went second, and bad luck for
the seventh graders, they went last. The belief is that all of the good gifts are
gone by the last lunch. But, the PTA moms always promise that there are still
great choices for all to find something nice to give as gifts.
We were able to buy items for families and friends in exchange for PRIDE
pays, witch gave students a drive to earn pride pays so they could buy gifts for
their families. The bazaar also provided a wrapping station so you would be all set
for giving gifts. Even when you weren’t shopping or wrapping gifts you could sit
down and listen to the Old Mill High Steel Band playing music on steel tin drums.
Although the gifts may not have been the best, the bazaar provided a fun
space for students to celebrate Christmas.

Freedom Fun Day in the
Fall is a Success!


By
Brandon Faison and Raymond Smith
 The first PBIS event of the 2018-2019

school year turned out to be the best fun
of the new school year! Imagine IF, but
extended to two hours. You could go to
basically every If location; both gyms,
karaoke, and outside onto the field.
On September 26th, 2019 we ran on a
two hour early schedule. There were a
number of other activities you could
partake in,such as tie dye, and going to
the ‘If’ field. You could do obstacle
courses, soccer and football.
Freedom fun day is basically If, with a
few minor differences, there’s way more
time. The day was a way to release
stress from school and it worked. They
provided Gatorade and water and the
day they chose was perfect. The temperature was nice. It was a good day to come
together as friends.

Sports day moves from the spring 2019
to the fall of 2018
By Brandon Faison, Ella Good and Avery Saviano

OMMS Sports Day is now coming at the beginning of the school
year instead of coming in the month of April as has been the tradition.
This change has been cool for the seventh and eighth graders because
they experienced Sports Day twice! This past April, and again last
month in November! Unfortunately the sixth graders only get one.
Old Mill Middle South students had the choice of traveling to API
Athletic Campus, Greenway Bowl for 10 pin bowling, Benfield Soccer
Dome, Bowie Ice Arena, Wheels Skating Center, or staying at school
and participating in “IF” activities and movie watching.
Students seemed to really enjoy being able to leave school and play
sports for four hours or more. There was basketball, indoor football,
soccer at API Athletic Campus and Benfield Soccer Dome. Ice skating
at the Bowie Ice Arena and roller skating at the Wheels Skating Center
right down the road. The most popular event always seems to be the
bowling over at Greenway Bowl.
The students choose the locations that they wish to partake in
based on the activities offered, but the prime locations fill up right away.
This fall’s Sports Day didn’t fill up as quickly as past ones. Of course
the sixth graders were really excited about going for the first time, but
the eighth graders, about twenty of them opted to stay at school. All in
all, 28 students stayed at school.
At the venues students were able to eat pizza and drink sodas for
lunch at the venues, and they could purchase the food at the vending
counters at the events. The food was so much better than the cafeteria
food we eat every day at school.
Sports Day used to take place in the spring, the month of April in
the past as a ‘Release of Stress’ day after testing, but all of the PBIS
events have been switched around. Because of this some, if not all of
the seventh and eighth graders have participated in two Sports Days in
2018. Aren’t we the lucky ones!
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Evelyn Campbell, Alex Edwards, and
Brenden Urban enjoying “Fun Day” Fall
2018.
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Cameron Offer takes a turn around the floor
at Wheels in Odenton, Maryland.
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 Seventh grader Alex Benitez enjoys Benfield Sports Center on Sports Day.

Kindness

Should Be An Everyday Thing!

What OMMS Looked Like National Unity Day.

By
Brandon Faison, Ella Good, Nicole Nwobodo, Raymond Smith,
and Avery Saviano
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Sixth grade counselor, Mr. Ferensic rocks
his Unity Day t-shirt this past 2018-2019
Unity Day,
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Sixth grade counselor, Mr. Ferensic
promotes Unity and Kindness with sixth
grader Thomas Tilson on Unity Day 2018.
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Students filled out orange paper hands
during lunch and then placed them on the
OMMS Kindness Mural.

October 24, 2018 was “Orange for Unity Day” at Old Mill Middle
South. But there was something different about this year’s Unity Day.
In the past there have been more people dressed in orange and more
displays of kindness toward each other than this year. It was great to
see so many teachers and staff rocking the orange or blue, but the spirit
just seemed to be missing amongst the students.
October is the official month for celebrating unity among people, and
it is also anti-bullying month. Through showing kindness toward each
other the negative aspects of bullying others should disappear. Unfortunately, this is not happening at OMMS.
The national statistics for students in grades 4 through 8 being
bullied is 90%. That is 9 out of 10 students is being bullied or has
been bullied. Bullying is definitely happening at OMMS, but there
doesn’t be a way from being a victim of bullying. Bullying can hapPen anywhere to anyone. You may think your alone, but bullying
effects tons of kids. There are four main types of bullying, but the
three types seen most in our school is physical, social and verbal
Bullying.
Physical bullying involves aggressive physical intimidation and is
often characterized by repeated tripping, pushing, hitting, kicking,
blocking, or touching in some other inappropriate way.
Social bullying is a common form of bullying among children and
students. It involves exclusion from groups, spreading malicious
rumors and stories about others, and generally alienating people
from social acceptance and interaction, involves putting down
others and bullying them using cruel, demeaning words. Verbal
bullying includes name calling, making racist, sexist or homophobic
remarks or jokes, insulting, slurs, sexually suggestive comments, or
abusive language of any kinds.
Verbal bullying is one of the most common forms of bullying. This
is when people are saying or writing mean things about other
people. Verbal bullying includes teasing, name calling, inappropropriate
sexual comments, taunting, and threatening to cause harm.
Group Phenomenon bullying is when a group of students attack other
students. Most bullying is on the school property. Only about 20 to 30%.
When a student is bullied by a group of students it will affect them more
than being bullied by one student. Knowing more than one student wants
to hurt you is a lot to deal with. Bullying in general can cause so much
harm to a person. A group of students threatening a student is really
dangerous.  Here at Old Mill Middle South bullying is a problem that
the adults in the building can’t seem to stop. Teachers, counselors, and
administrators don’t seem to help when kids are being picked on. But, we
kids have to start speaking up and out. If we don’t tell our parents and
the adults in our school about being bullied, nothing will ever change.
Remember that kindness is something that should be displayed every
day and all day long.

Ms.

Stoller’s Dance Team
Gives Back to the Community!
By Brandon Faison with Ms. Stoller

OMMS Student News Concerns

How is the Water Quality at Old Mill South?
Not that Good!
By Ella Good and Raymond Smith

On Saturday, December 15, 2018,
the Old Mill Middle South Dance
Company volunteered their time and
energy to teach elderly residents at
the Bowie Senior Center various
dance steps.
The Dance company taught, and
then performed for the Center’s
residents from 10:30 am until
12:00pm.
It was a great experience for all inVolved!

 his year our school has discussed many social concerns, and we are
T
here to talk about them. Many concerns have caused a disturbance in
learning, help us put them to rest. We found three main concerns; the
amount of lead in the water; rumors/bullying; and recent class changes.
In this article, we address the water problem in our school building.
We interviewed Mr. Gregory, Chief Night Custodian for Old Mill Middle
South, and Mr. Tim, Chief Night Custodian for Old Mill Middle North, on
December 13th, 2018. The first question was when was the last time the
water had been tested in our building. Mr. Gregory’s answers were
frightening. Old Mill Schools had not had the water tested in at least a
decade or more. That’s over ten years ago! The recent water test came
after new Eye Wash stations were re-installed in most of the Science
classrooms. We were shocked to learn that several of the sinks in Old
Mill Middle South have been tagged as non consumable for drinking, after
ninety-five water samples were collected back on November 21,2018.
High school student interns, KCI workers, evaluated the water samples
during the Thanksgiving break. One of several downstair classroom sinks
was found to have 509 ppb of lead in the water! It’s a good thing the
water fountains only have about 1.0 ppb in the water. As long as the
systems are running then the water will mainly be filtered. We suggest
no matter what - you shouldn’t drink from any of the sinks.
In the 80’s any newly installed pipes had to be lead free, with every
pipe having lower 8% lead content, but this campus was built in 1974,
prior to the new lead content standards. Our custodians gave us a bunch
of information on the type of pipes that should be used for moving water,
such as bamboo or copper - which is very expensive now, and some ways
Photo by Ms. Stoler, Dance Company Sponsor we could help to keep the water pipes clear. Sometimes crickets, the
insects, can be found inside of the water pipes. Water attracts most
Old Mill Middle South Dance Company
insects and other pests.
members teach “moves” to Seniors.
You can find all of the results at: https://www.aacps.org/Page/6408, and
https://www.aacps.org/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?moduleinstanceid=1506
6&dataid=27942&FileName=OldMillMSSouthResultsSummaryandFull2018.pdf.

Ms. Stoler poses with her Dance Company
Posse after the OMMS Dance Company taught
and performed at the Bowie Senior Center,
December 13, 2018.
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Student News’ Ella Good and Avery Saviano
working as Mr. Saunders answers questions.
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The hand sink in the ACC classroom, Rm A102
has been deemed “Hand Washing Only!”

The 2018 Old Mill Middle Science Fair:
Lacks Luster and Fewer Participants.
By Brandon Faison

The Old Mill Middle South Science Fair this past November, was the
smallest one seen in several years. As in past years, the best projects
were chosen by the science teachers from each science class. The chosen
students then presented their projects to judges. The top winners in
each category then were judged to determine the top three winners for
the entire fair.
Photo by B. Faison
One reason this year’s fair was so small was because the entire sixth
grade was omitted from participating because they were working on a
Natalie Janouris, who took First Place
big NASA Space Station Project/Proposal - Mission 13. But, the number
under the Physics and Astronomy category, of projects judged overall compared to the number of students in both
waits to be judged.
the seventh and eighth grades was dismal to say the least.
Here are the winners that will be participating the AACPS Engineering
and Science Expo 2019 at North County High School:
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STEM 8 student Zach McGrath sits with his
project last fall as he waits for it to be
judged. This is Zach’s second year straight
for placing in the Anne Arundel County
Science Fair.
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7th grader Olivia Hoot, 2nd Place under
Systems Software category, shows what a
great display board looks like. Olivia’s older
sister, 8th grader Madeline (not pictured),
will be going to the 2019 Anne Arundel
County Science Fair this year.

J
 eremiah Upton, Luke Doetschman, Zach McGrath, Mike Mently,
Cecilia Hartford, Reagan McCoy, Jack Pumphrey, Madeline Hoot,
Isabella Shanley
2018-2019 Overall Science/STEM Fair Winners
1st Place Jeremiah Upton
2nd Place Luke Doetschman & Zach McGrath
3rd Place Mike Mentley
2018-2019 Science Excellence Awards - Madeline Hoot; Isabella
Shanley & Benjamin Metzer
2018-2019 Behavioral and Social Sciences 1st Place Luke Doetschman
2018-2019 Chemistry 1st Place Sydney Jett
2nd Place Katie Estes and Annamarie Zak
2018-2019 Earth & Environmental Science
1st Place Cecilia Hartford
2nd Place Isabella Shanley
3rd Place Jai Patel
2018-2018 Energy: Chemical
1st Place Will Mitchell
2018-2019 Energy: Physical
1st Place Reagan McCoy
2nd Place Jack Pumphrey
3rd Place Ben Metzer
2018-2019 Materials Science
1st Place Madeline Hoot
2018-2019 Mathematics
1st Place Zach McGrath
2018-2019 Physics and Astronomy
1st Place Natalie Janouris
2018-2019 Plant Science
1st Place Jeremiah Upton
2nd Place Colby Heinrich
2018-2019 Systems Software
1st Place Mike Mently
2nd Place Olivia Hoot

T he National Security
STEM Did Some Traveling Around Maryland
Administration was Here!
This Past Fall 2018!
By James Young
 Early December, 2018, Old Mill

Middle South had an afternoon
visit from a young woman who
works for the National Security
Administration, Ms. Sarah
Polkabla.
Ms. Polkabla talked about protecting our country from Cyber
Warfare, which is the new form of
waging war on other countries.
The NSA speaker informed us
about how hackers can get in our
phones. She told us that hackers
can access our phones in about 10
seconds when passwords are not
changed and stay the same, and
when they are short.
When we use social media,
people can see your pictures and
hackers can see the fingerprints
on windows. Hackers can also see
past the crossed out information
when you cross out the credit card
numbers and such.

Photo by L. Wooden
Ms. Polkabla speaks to seventh and
eighth graders about working for the NSA
in the OMMS Media Center prior to
Winter Break 2018.

By Avery Saviano and Raymond Smith

The STEM 8 students took a field trip to annapolis to see the
Governor's mansion and other historical buildings. When we got to the
Governor's mansion we got split up into groups. My group went to the
legislative house were we saw bills being printed and were they are
stored. We saw were representatives voted on bills. After that we took a
five minute walk to a historic building one of the only ones left. We saw
rooms where slaves worked and were the rich people stayed and hung
out. This trip was fun and it gave us the opportunity to see our towns
history and how our nation has progressed.
Recently, the sixth grade STEM students got to go to the well known
Baltimore aquarium. Students got to explore the aquarium and learn
about the different animals that we got to see. The highlight of the trip
was getting to dissect a mini squid. The teacher led the course by
telling us about centhiopods and the different classifications of animals.
The project was very hands on, and we really got to see all the different
features of a squid. The trip was not only educational (and taught us a
lot about sea creatures that we may not of known) but also was overall
a very fun experience.
STEM 6 visited the NASA Goddard museum, and the Howard B.
Owens Science Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. Both locations provided a source to show students objects and information that have
changed history or may change history. Students were able to embark
on a simulated space shuttle mission at Goddard. This gave students a
deeper look into the lives of astronauts and rocket scientists. Each
student was given a role that are real professions that they may have
someday. It allowed students to have a hands on experience and work
independently. This trip brought students into the action enabling
students to be able to work as if they were on a space shuttle. This was
a really amazing experience because the students were the scientists
and the trip showed them how many possible jobs there were in the
field of science and if there were passionate about astronomy and
space there was surely a job they would enjoy.
At the National Air and Space museum students also saw aircrafts
that were actually used by real pilots and astronauts from the early
years of flight. They got to see space suits, tools, and satellites that
were at one point used by world renown astronauts. It truly showed
students insight on how space travel was for the people at the time, and
how far technology has come. We got to read about all the ways the
devices that we were looking at right then and there were used to
impact exploration in space. It showed us information that we may not
have known about space travel.
All in all, we are extremely lucky to have all of these things so close
to us and that we have a way to be able to access these amazing
places and learn about all of these topics.

Old Mill Middle South
February 20, 2019
1:30- 4:00 pm
Come out and join us! Learn about the careers that make our world
flourish!

OMMS Students! Now we all can Rock the STEM shirt!

Shirts are $15 dollars (includes tax), and are black with either a Neon
green design or a Pink design. Sizes range from Adult sizes small, medium,
large, and X-large. The cost of the shirts includes tax. Payment can be
cash or check (Checks are made out to OMMS STEM). We also have
string bags for $5 which are perfect to carry lunches or small personal
items. See Mrs. Hartman for yours today!

